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November 13, 2020 

Bernadette Gabriella Call 
 

It is Friday the 13th and to a lot of people is looks pretty scary.  However, we are not 

living “The Minority Report”.  We actually need to allow these people to commit felonies, 

treason, and sedition very publicly in order to try them in the appropriate court system 

for their crimes. According the Gene the decoders we have several locations for military 

tribunals, including, underground in Greenland.   

It seems that everything is still up in the air and that Biden will be the President. 

However, we are seeing the massive fraud that took place. Trump keeps referencing 

“legal” ballots. Trump is tweeting about the Dominion voting machine fraud where 

Trump votes were flipped to Biden. Dominion was used by 30 states.  

Now for what this sting operation entailed; paper ballots appear to have an isotope-

based watermark that is made visible by a certain light spectrum. Q put out “rigged for 

red” which now makes sense. It appears that this election was going to be rigged and 

turned into a sting operation. Finding ballots in landfills, rivers, dumpsters could have 

been made possible by GPS enabled tracking. Gene the Decoder stated that there was 

a quantum dot embedded in the paper that is tied to the Quantum Voting System so 

only valid ballots are counted and also ballots that were dumped or destroyed were 

tracked.  Apparently, Trump was observing the tally of both valid and invalid live in a 

SKIFF. The Deep State did not anticipate a landslide victory for Trump which meant that 

their cheat had to be very outrageous and massive so there was no way to hide it.  The 

software was flipping votes by 3%. However, Trump was already winning by massive 

margins so the 3%, which would have gone undetected, had to be dramatically 

increased.  So counting was halted in swing states and resumed at 4 am when 

magically ballots all for Biden appeared.   

Flipping ballots was not enough. So they had to fake ballots which are suspicious in that 

only the President was voted for an nothing else. Also, Trump tweeted out on the 2nd of 

October the world WELL misspelled where the L was an I. An anon on Tweeter put out 

that ballots for Trump name had Republican misspelled where the L is in fact a capital I 

which makes this word now a nonexistent party affiliation and therefore, ignored as a 

vote. This could explain how downline Republicans got voted in and in the house 

republicans picked up seats yet Biden got the vote. Then we had military votes not 

counted, dead people voting, more people voting than registered voters, service dogs 

voting, women voting twice using married and then maiden name, postal workers 

dumping votes, election workers filling out votes, votes all with same signature, Arizona 

poll workers handing out sharpies which invalidates ballot, it was reported on twitter now 

a AZ server has gone missing, Maricopa county now suspect (which is biggest county), 

etc. 
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Here is what Trump put out today: 

• EYEWITNESS saw a batch of ballots where 60% of them had the 
SAME signature 

• EYEWITNESS saw a batch of ballots scanned 5 times 

• EYEWITNESS saw 35 ballots counted that were NOT connected to a 
voter record 

• EYEWITNESS saw poll workers marking ballots with NO mark for 
candidates 

• VOTER said deceased son was recorded as voting TWICE 

• EYEWITNESS said provisional ballots were placed in the tabulation box 

• FAILED software that caused an error in Antrim County used in Wayne 
County 

• Republican challengers not readmitted but Democrats admitted 

• Republican challengers physically pushed from counting tables by 
officials 

• Democrats gave out packet: “Tactics to Distract Republican 
Challengers” 

• Republican challenges to suspect ballots ignored 

Not a single state has officially called and certified the election.  It is only the media. It is 

possible that when they audit and count only the legal votes that is will show Trump 

winning by a landslide and both Houses solid red. It appears even CA may have gone 

red. If you notice no state has certified the election and a winner. Trump did say that 

Senate is complicated. We may see some arrests and/or resignations happening.  In 

which case the Governor picks the Senator until the term is up.  Like McSally in AZ who 

got McCain’s seat. AZ knows something is fishy. Last election McSally rapidly conceded 

to Sinema. Currently McSally is not conceding to Kelly. 

Deep State puppets are starting to reveal themselves. Grassley wants Biden to start 

getting presidential briefings. McConnell is dubious in where his support lies. Mittens 

congratulates Biden. Sasse, Murkowski, and Susan Collins are in Biden camp.  

Erdogan and Netanyahu congratulated Biden, along with Boris Johnson, Trudeau, 

Merkel, Martin (Irish PM), Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz, Morrison PM of Australia, 

Moon Jae-In President of South Korea, Suga new PM of Japan. Macron said with Biden 

we can make the Planet Great Again.   

Supreme Court ruled in landmark case United States versus Throckmorton that fraud 

invalidates everything that is based on the fraud. It is possible that the election could be 

deemed invalid due to massive fraud that more than likely occurred in every state not 

just the swing states. In any case because we have more than one state exhibiting 

massive fraud a case could be made that the entire election is null and void. 
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Also, Trump is constantly using the FRAUD word. Trump writes, misspells, and uses 

words very deliberately. Fraud is the silver bullet of malicious torts because it uniquely 

lets you “pierce the corporate veil”, which allows you to adjoin individuals to the case. 

Malicious torts have 2 key elements. They have actual damages and punitive damages. 

You can rest assured there will be a lot of law suits that come into play based on this 

Fraud and the scamdemic fraud.  

Here is what is happening in parallel which really show that that God is in control and 

God wins/won. The entire world is watching the outcome of the US election and how we 

the people handle it. FOX on the FIVE put out that maybe Trump will run again in 2024. 

This narrative will not play with the American People. 

This will be resolved very soon. According to Gene by December 7th. No way will we 

dismiss this kind of massive fraud.  No way will Trump allow patriots’ voices to be 

silenced. Trump put out yesterday, “Never bet against me”.  He is always right because 

he is playing “the Art of War”. He never overtly enters a battle unless he has already 

won.  There are organic rallies springing up all over the place. A big one is set for DC 

this Saturday where Trump may show up. We the people are showing Trump won by a 

landslide. Facebook just took off PRESIDENT for Trump and replaced it with Political 

Candidate. Zuckerberg is going to be burnt toast. 

And, the stability of the world hangs in the balance.  Based on what happens here, 

around the world election results may be challenged.  We have retired military and 

special forces now “pulling on the leash”.  We have patriots in the ready. Every hunter is 

a sniper. Women are also armed and know how to shoot and hit their mark.  We have 

court battles in play some, according Harmeet Dhillon, have been filed before the 

election. Trump has put in over 300 federal court judges and now the Supreme Court is 

going to vote based on Constitutionality.  The courts will more than likely decide this 

election.  With the courts you have the ability to put in evidence for the world to see.  

What will be discovered is mass treason, sedition, and who was behind it all. This will 

take down the media and Silicon Valley Titans.  Remember, Trump put in an Executive 

Order than anyone interfering with our elections will have assets frozen and seized.  

This could strip away the PMC (Power Money and Control) junkies financial wealth 

including politicians, media moguls, FTN 500 tycoons, Wall Street players, Hedge Fund 

titans, etc. 

Good indication that cabal is losing, is that the virus is re-emerging as a contrived crisis. 

We are seeing Boris Johnson locked down UK, Merkel Germany, and Macron France. 

Some mayors are locking down Thanksgiving. This time around it is not working. People 

are taking to the streets.  

The financial oligarchs are desperate too. Davos players are looking at using 

scamdemic to try to do a global financial reset in support of a one world order with a one 

world digital currency. They need Biden in. However, his criminality is huge as more 

from the Hunter laptop will emerge.   
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In parallel the good guys are also planning a global financial and economic reset with 

NESARA and GESARA. Trump is very systematically implementing NESARA without 

announcing it. This will bring about a debt jubilee that is long overdue. In addition, we 

are going asset backed sound money.  But, more importantly, we are going to a new 

economic and financial model that supports service to others as opposed to service to 

self. As such, there will be less emphasis on the bottom-line profit margins and more 

support will go to those companies and services that support the greater good. As such, 

the revenues will flow to these businesses as opposed to the current corporate 

oligarchs.  

Trump keeps saying that the economy is going up and will massively go up next year.  

This can’t be achieved by growth from the big FTN 500 international players. These 

companies are contracting. The only way that we will achieve mega growth and 

massive prosperity for everyone that is engaged is from a bottom up model of putting 

small business into play. In addition, it is the entrepreneur that is co-creating with the 

Creator which is where Divine Inspiration comes from.  The small businesses used to 

be the primary employer. However, over the decades they have been displaced by big 

entities like Amazon, Walmart, Silicon Valley giants, big box chain stores, etc.  These 

big players do anything to expand their power by eliminating their competition and 

stealing innovation.  The patent system is nothing more than a facilitator of intellectual 

property theft.  In addition, they have the deep pockets to litigate people into non-

existence. This business model won’t survive.  As we work together and combine our 

ideas and inventions, it become increasingly more difficult to reverse engineer what we 

have. Many of us inventors have opted not to patent our inventions and have protected 

what we have through Trade Secret… Namely no disclosure… best non-disclosure is 

no disclosure. 

We are affecting quantum reality by what we think, say, and do. From where we are 

with a financial reset happening that puts a lot of things in play, including the necessary 

funds to facilitate rapidly bringing new things to fruition. We can’t wait for a decade or 

more to have a massive impact that flips this ship from greed and evil to collective 

prosperity and good/Godly. It needs the necessary financial tools at the moment to 

make that happen.  So God, and the Heavenly Treasury, is in play; and, could only be 

put in play once the existing demonic financial players are taken out and/or neutralized. 

A lot had to be cleaned up. The trafficking, where the cash cow is humans for sex, 

adrenachrome, organs, and sacrifice to other dimensional entities.  The food source, or 

energy, for these beings has dried up which is diminishing their power. The associated 

money machine for the Deep State cabal has dried up. And, the shut downs has closed 

a lot of the laundromats, which would include gyms, nail salons, theaters, film 

production (Hollywood), high end retailers, luxury car showrooms, etc.  

Given that the whole financial engine of the cabal came to a screeching halt by the good 

guys and their world-wide military operation, it can’t be easily reconstituted. It would 

take decades to rebuild.  There is an added twist to the take down that deals with the 
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entire financial infrastructure.  The Quantum Financial System is going into play for 

movement of funds around the world. SWIFT, which is ancient, is going away and may 

only exist to move assets until everything is under the control of QFS. The QFS system 

moves money between accounts in seconds. Swift allows money to be takin out of play 

for days and weeks before it is credited to an account. The bankers use these floating 

funds to make more money by interbank lending. This is removed when the QFS is in 

play. Again, this is a necessary tech to facilitate a financial reset. What we will also be 

seeing is money being put into circulation organically, through our initiatives and others, 

as opposed to arbitrarily by keystrokes from the Central Banks like the Federal Reserve. 

We are now in the great transition of Dark to Light. Creativity is in high gear.  All of us 

have key initiatives that we are passionate about the name has come for this key 

moment in ourstory.  As such, now is the time to name our initiatives. Also, I am having 

logos created for all of my key initiatives which gives them a reality. A great place, with 

really talented artist,  to get logos is https://FIVERR.com  I work with an artist from 

Pakistan who is amazing. His name is Muhammad Zain … here is his direct link …  

https://www.fiverr.com/muhammadzain09/design-2-minimalist-logo-in-24-hours-with-

free-source-file?source=Order+page+gig+link&funnel=f9844349-3805-4577-a9a5-

934d5f08714a 

https://fiverr.com/

